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Preface

Australia is a country that relies on agriculture to start a business, and agricultural

trade is one of the main pillar industries of the national economy.

The healthy development of agricultural trade is more and more important to

ensure the sustainable development of Australian agriculture. How to seize the

opportunities and face the challenges, make full use of international trade

resources, enhance the competitiveness of global agricultural enterprises, and

vigorously promote the export of advantageous agricultural products has become

a growing concern

With the development of digital economy, the following blockchain technology has

attracted the attention and attention of financial institutions, innovative enterprises,

scientific research institutions and government departments engaged in

agricultural trade. As a combination of cryptography, distributed technology, smart

contract, game theory and computer technology, blockchain not only promotes the

vigorous development of many fields and industries, but also will give birth to a

new round of global industrial revolution and lead the new development trend of

world science and technology. At present, the development status of blockchain
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industry in the world is different, such as policy environment, industrial distribution,

technological progress and so on. Compared with the global market performance,

Australia's blockchain industry has distinct development characteristics, which can

not be ignored as a regional representative country. According to the industrial

policy, industrial environment, economic situation, technological progress,

industrial extension of Australia's blockchain, as well as the historical context and

current characteristics of the development of Australia's agricultural trade, the new

trend of the future development of global agricultural trade is found.
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Background of agricultural trade

industry

As early as 1958, in hersheman's economic development strategy, the concept of

industrial chain was discussed from the perspective of the forward and backward

links of industry. The industrial chain of agricultural products refers to the links of

agricultural products from raw materials, processing, production to sales. At

present, there are different concepts related to industrial chain, such as value chain,

production chain, supply chain and commodity chain. In addition, there is no

concept of spatial agglomeration in industrial chain. The concept of industrial

cluster is much richer than the concept of industrial chain, which includes not only

the relationship between industries, but also the relationship between industries

and other relevant institutions, and also emphasizes spatial agglomeration.
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General situation of agriculture in

Australia

Government support and supervision

The government agency in charge of agriculture in Australia is the Ministry of

primary industry and energy. It is mainly divided into two parts: primary industry

and energy resources. The Ministry has 7 bureaus in total, among which the

departments related to agriculture are: agriculture and Forestry Bureau (including

animal husbandry and grassland department, crop department, rural regulation

and Service Department of natural resource management, etc.). Bureau of

agriculture and resource economy (agriculture and resource economy analysis

Division). Quarantine and Supervision Bureau (under which there is a quarantine

and supervision department). Rural Resources Bureau (with Rural Research Office).

Bureau of mines and Fisheries (fishery Division).
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Agricultural ecological environment in Australia

The Commonwealth of Australia lies between the southwest Pacific Ocean and the

Indian Ocean, surrounded by the sea. It covers an area of 7.68 million square

kilometers, ranking sixth in the world. The per capita land resources are among the

highest in the world, with 27.1 hectares of land for agriculture and animal

husbandry, 2.75 hectares of arable land, and 6 hectares of forest and forest land.

The seasonal division is opposite to that of the northern hemisphere, with

December to February in summer and June to August in winter. Due to the vast

area, the temperature difference is large, 27 ℃ in the north and 14 ℃ in the south.

The annual rainfall in 31% of the country is less than 500mm, and 39% of the

country is less than 250mm. Water is a major constraint on Australian agriculture.

There is a artesian well area in the west of Queensland, covering an area of 1.75

million square kilometers. It is the largest artesian well area in the world, but the

salt content of well water is too high to irrigate farmland.

Australia's economy is dominated by agriculture, animal husbandry, mining and

manufacturing. It is rich in sheep, cattle, wheat and sugar. It is one of the largest

mineral resource countries in the world, with a larger per capita resource. Its

reserves of iron, aluminum, nickel and uranium rank first in the world. According to

the world bank's latest method of estimating national wealth, Australia's per capita

wealth ranks first in the world, at $835000.
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1. Obvious trend of farm scale

In recent years, Australian farms have shown a trend of large-scale development,

with fewer and larger farms. The average area of Australian farm is about 30000

Hm2, more than 10 times larger than the average area of American farm, and the

average land per farming and animal husbandry labor force is about 1200 hm2.

These indicators are among the best in the agricultural developed countries.

2. Highly specialized and intensive agricultural production

The division of labor and specialization in Australian agricultural production

process is increasingly obvious. Various types of specialized farms and specialized

service companies are emerging in an endless stream. For example, in the whole

process of beef cattle production, some companies and farms are engaged in the

production and service of fattening, feed, epidemic prevention and other links. At

present, Australia has formed specific crop belt and livestock belt, such as

sugarcane belt in Queensland, apple area in Tasmania, wheat belt in the southeast,

etc.
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3. Rapid development of agricultural mechanization and electrification

Most of the pastures and vegetable bases in Australia adopt mechanized irrigation.

The air fertilization area accounts for more than half of the total fertilization area in

the country, ranking the world's leading level. Australia has realized agricultural

mechanization as early as 1960s. Computer automatic control technology has been

widely used in agricultural machinery and dairy production. The popularization of

agricultural aviation and conservation tillage technology is high.

4. High degree of agricultural informatization

Australia is one of the countries with the highest penetration rate of computer

network in the world. All the needs of farmers for agricultural products and means

of production, such as variety and price information, purchase and sales, are carried

out through the network.

5. High degree of product Marketization

Most of the agricultural and animal husbandry products produced in Australia are

exported to the international market and have strong market competitiveness,

except for a small amount of domestic market. More than 75% of the agricultural
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and animal husbandry products produced in Australia are exported, of which wool

and beef share more than 90% and 25% of the international market respectively.

Australia is the world's largest exporter of wool and beef, and the third largest

exporter of dairy products and wheat.

6. The welfare and basic public services of urban and rural residents have been

equalized

Australia not only integrates the construction of rural roads, electricity, sports

facilities, communications, networks and other public welfare infrastructure into the

national public service system, but also integrates the social security of farmers'

culture and education, medical care, unemployment and pension into the

government's security system, which guarantees that farmers can enjoy the same

national treatment as urban residents. At present, the income level, social welfare

and basic public services of Australian urban and rural residents have basically

reached equalization, and some farmers' income is still higher than that of ordinary

urban residents.
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Agricultural advantages of Australia

Agricultural scientific research

Australia's agricultural research has three forces: first, the national CSIRO, which

focuses on theoretical research; second, the research institutes or experimental

stations affiliated to the Department of primary products and the state agricultural

bureaus, which mainly research and solve the practical problems in production;

third, colleges and universities, whose research work is mostly combined with

teaching, focusing on basic research Research, and try to combine the actual

production of agriculture and animal husbandry in the state.

Australia's agricultural technology promotion has three forces: first, the

government agencies, which are mainly undertaken by the State Agricultural

Bureau. The Bureau has a rural development headquarters, which is in charge of

agricultural technology promotion. The agency in charge of agricultural technology

extension in this region is the agency of the State Agricultural Bureau, which

implements vertical management. The Institute compiles research results into

materials, which are sold by consulting stations or distributed to farmers free of

charge. Second, private institutions such as agricultural material companies, banks

and food processing enterprises provide farmers with technical services and
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business consulting, and implement paid services. Third, scientific research and

education institutions. Scientific research and educational institutions have

production pilot farms and demonstration work for popularization. The promoters

reflect the problems in production to scientific research and education institutions

in time, and then promote the research and experiment results in production, and

then feed back the results to scientific research and education institutions.

Agricultural Education

Australia's agricultural education is divided into three categories: higher agricultural

education, secondary agricultural education and agricultural vocational education.

The three categories of education have distinct levels, reasonable structure and

flexible learning system. In teaching, special attention should be paid to the close

combination of teaching and practice, scientific research and production, and the

practical work ability of students should be cultivated.

Agricultural environmental protection

Australia attaches great importance to the utilization and protection of resources.

From the agricultural layout to the specific technical measures, they are all around

the protection of the environment and the rational use of resources. First of all, a set

of land information system and legal system has been established to ensure that
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private land use conforms to national policies through land management

institutions. About 87% of Australia's land is owned by the public, most of which are

owned by ranchers and forestry companies. Secondly, efforts should be made to

improve the productivity of land resources.

General situation of Australian Trade

In terms of business mode, most of Australia's processing plants are directly linked

with farmers and sign contracts for the purchase and sale of agricultural products.

In addition, the integrated management of animal husbandry in Australia is in the

form of cooperative. The government supports cooperatives in terms of credit, tax

and finance. All States have formulated laws and regulations on cooperatives.

With the rapid development of information technology, Australia's sheep

cooperatives have carried out the auction of sheep through the computer network.

Farmers report prices and make contracts in the computer, buyers inquire and place

orders in the remote computer. Cooperatives use the network to provide farmers

with futures hedging, remote contract auction and other businesses, and the

electronic settlement system is used for settlement.

In Australia, cooperatives and joint-stock companies mainly owned by farmers

produce and process dairy products. The Australian Federation of dairy farmers
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represents the interests of dairy farmers and has its own branch in six states. At the

same time, the Federation of dairy farmers is responsible for the dairy population

The improvement plan is mainly to optimize the national dairy varieties. The

Federation of dairy producers represents the interests of dairy producers, the

Federation of milk sellers represents the interests of liquid milk processors, and the

cooperative controls 75% of the processing milk output of the processing industry.

The three largest cooperatives control 60% of fresh milk production and more than

50% of dairy production.

Australia is an important producer and exporter of agricultural products in the

world, and its agricultural production is highly dependent on the international

market. Its exports of wool and meat account for the first and second place in the

world respectively, and it is also the third largest wheat exporter in the world,

second only to the United States and Canada. In the 1980s, the export of

agricultural products accounted for an average of 66% of the total agricultural

production. Wool, wheat and meat are the main export commodities, accounting

for 24% of the export commodities. As the export of agricultural products includes

stock products, the export of wool accounts for more than 95% of its output, wheat

accounts for about 80%, barley accounts for 50%, beef accounts for 61%, and sugar

accounts for 66%.

In 1990, Australia's agricultural exports accounted for 3.2% of the world's total
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agricultural exports. Australia's wool output accounts for 30% of the world's total

output, while its share in the international market is as high as 90%, beef accounts

for 23%, barley accounts for 17%, and wheat, butter, sugar, cotton and rice account

for about 10%. Since the 1950s, Australia's exports of agricultural products have

increased about 10 times, while the total value of exports (including goods and

services) has increased 38 times over the same period. The share of agricultural

products in total exports decreased from 85% in 1951 to about 24% in 1994. In

1994, Australia's agricultural exports totaled $19.43 billion.

The export volume of Australian wool was about 550000 tons in the early 1950s,

reaching a peak of 935000 tons in 1987, but dropped to 715000 tons in 1991. In

1994, the output of wool fell to 800000 tons, while the export increased to 900000

tons. Australian meat exports are mainly beef and veal, lamb and lamb. In 1953,

87000 tons of beef and veal were exported. By 1979, it had reached 814000 tons.

The export volume of mutton and lamb is very unstable. In 1957, it was only 34000

tons. In 1972, it rose to 239000 tons, then fell below 100000 tons. In the early 1980s,

it recovered to about 200000 tons.

Australia's export of wheat increased from 2.23 million tons in 1952 to 13.8 million

tons in 1994, which fluctuated greatly and was closely related to the fluctuation of

its output. In 1986, Australian wheat exports reached a peak of 16 million tons. In

1992, Australia's wheat output decreased from 15.07 million tons in the previous
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year to 10.56 million tons, while its export volume decreased from 11.99 million

tons to 7.12 million tons. In the next year, the output increased sharply to 16.18

million tons, and the export volume also recovered to 10.35 million tons.

Australia is the second largest sugar exporter in the world. Sugar exports

accounted for about 2% of exports in the early 1950s, rose to 4% in the late 1970s,

and dropped to 2% in 1989, accounting for 6% of total agricultural exports in that

year. The export volume of sucrose was 470000 tons in 1953 and increased to 2.9

million tons in 1990. In 1990, the export of wine was about 42 million liters, four

times of that in the mid-1980s, and the export volume was 11.4% of the output.

Australia was originally a British colony, and its trade relations have a history of

more than 100 years. After the Second World War, Britain's position as an export

market of Australian products has been declining day by day. Since Britain joined

the European community, this trend has become more serious. On the contrary, the

United States and Asia have become the main markets for Australian agricultural

products. In 1988, for example, 28.6% of Australia's exported wool was sold to the

European community, 20.2% to Japan; 61.9% of Australia's exported beef and veal

were sold to the United States, 20.5% to Japan; 34.1% of Australia's exported wheat

was sold to the Middle East, 8.7% to Japan; 25.7% of Australia's exported sugar was

sold to Japan, 21.7% to Malaysia and Singapore; 35.8% of Australia's exported

cotton was sold to Japan, 26.4% to other countries Asian countries; exported
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cheese, 24.3% to Japan, 16.3% to the Middle East.

In addition, in the dairy production in Australia, some multinational famous

enterprises, such as Nestle, kraft and xueyin, have close cooperation with the dairy

cooperatives in Australia. The society has a close cooperative relationship.

The development of animal husbandry is not only beneficial to the virtuous circle of

agriculture, but also to the development of processing industry and export trade.

As the main industry in Australia, the output value of animal husbandry accounts

for more than 60% of the total output value of agriculture, and the animal

husbandry in Australia takes the leading position in the world.

Variety registration and protection system

Australia's variety registration and new plant variety protection are totally

independent two systems. The variety registration office is located in four different

regions, with food crops in tanworth, oil crops in orange, beans in Horsham, feed

crops in Canberra, and new plant variety protection office in Canberra. The

registration and protection of new plant varieties are in the form of voluntary rather

than compulsory, and there are registration agencies in the state and each state.

The breeders association and the state registration office shall first review the

evaluation results of new varieties, and report to the national varieties registration
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or protection office after passing the review. The national varieties registration or

protection office shall decide whether to register or protect the varieties according

to the review opinions. Generally speaking, the government and farmers are

concerned about variety registration, while seed companies are concerned about

variety protection. In Australia, the breeding of food crops is mainly carried out by

official research institutions supported by the government, and the cultivated

varieties often only apply for registration rather than protection. General varieties

apply for protection, while breeding materials (crops containing sexual

reproduction) apply for patent. Variety protection only protects varieties, not

breeding materials. Self pollinated crops such as wheat, barley and soybean are all

bred by government agencies, while cross pollinated crops are mainly bred by

companies, with government and company breeding accounting for half of feed

crops. Variety protection and registration can be applied for at the same time.

The main characteristics of Australian variety evaluation,

protection and registration are as follows:

Standard evaluation system, coordination of evaluation, protection and registration

system

No matter field crops, horticultural crops or feed crops, agrobase software is used
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for test design, test result analysis and comprehensive evaluation of varieties. The

evaluation results are reported to relevant departments in standardized forms of

various crops. Variety protection mainly evaluates the diversity, consistency and

stability of varieties, among which the stability can be tested by materials of

different generations, and the variety protection can only be observed, identified

and tested for one year; while the variety registration test is based on the "three

properties" identification test of varieties, and the comparative test of variety yield

for more than two years (including two years) can be carried out It is done by the

official institutions, breeders or farmers. The farmers are not companies, but

independent farmers. In South Australia, the main institution for variety selection

and evaluation is the plant research center of the government of South Australia.

The report provided can be used as the main basis for variety protection or

registration in Australia. Although variety evaluation, protection or registration are

completely independent systems, the relationship is relatively harmonious. A group

of test results obtained from variety evaluation are used by two independent

departments. The reporting materials of various crops are simple, clear and

standardized.

The test method is flexible with large amount of information. The main crop

research institutions are official institutions

The variety evaluation in Australia is mainly done by breeders. Generally, it starts
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from F4 generation. Some tests may be repeated at one time, and the number of

test points will be increased accordingly. Some of the hundreds of test varieties can

apply for variety protection after "three sex" identification. The field experiment

design is carried out according to the crop types. The main crop is harvest and yield

calculation of the whole region, and the feed crop is sampling and yield calculation.

Generally, more than two years of yield comparison experiments are carried out,

and the application for registration is determined according to the significance test

results of yield differences. The South Australia plant research center is an official

institution, which is mainly funded by the government and supported by some

companies. It also receives returns from farmers when selling products. The variety

resource bank of various crops is controlled by the research institutions of various

crops for direct utilization.

The new challenge of agricultural

product industry chain

With the change of market environment, the competition among enterprises has

gradually evolved into the competition among supply chains. Food consumption

upgrading, agricultural product industry upgrading, food safety and other serious

situations came into being.

The industrial chain of agricultural products is consumer oriented, starting from the
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source of the industrial chain, through every link of planting and purchasing, trade

and logistics, processing of food raw materials and feed raw materials, breeding

and slaughtering, food processing, distribution and logistics, brand promotion,

food sales, etc., to achieve food safety traceability and form a whole process of safe,

nutritious and healthy food supply.

People often talk about "food supply chain". There is no doubt that today's food

system provides consumers with a variety of convenient and economic food

sources. At the same time, it also brings many new challenges. At present, when

tracing the origin of various components of the food system (such as farms,

processing plants, distributors, retailers, etc.), the data records of many links are still

in written form. Although some people use digital methods to solve this problem,

they use them in the three links of agricultural production, circulation and

consumption. The producers and consumers are too scattered, weak and small, and

neither of them has It is impossible to directly connect and determine the price.

Both sides can only make rational but helpless choices: producers use all ways to

reduce costs; consumers can only choose products with lower prices; distributors

can only fight price wars, resulting in a vicious circle. At the same time, the complex

food supply chain, the traditional model of crisis, food supply chain is actually very

complex, a collection of farmers, warehousing, transportation companies,

distributors and retail stores. In so many links, information may be recorded from

excel forms to email to paper records. Multiple recording is not only inefficient, but
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also inaccurate. When you buy vegetables in the local supermarket, the brand on

the vegetables may not know which farm the vegetables come from. Therefore, in

the event of quality problems, the brand is simply unable to cope. And food safety

is nothing. According to the Centers for Disease Control and prevention, food

borne pollution causes 48 million diseases, 128000 hospitalizations and 3000

deaths in the United States every year. Nearly half of the problems (due to

norovirus) are caused by unclean production processes, with poultry causing the

most deaths (mainly due to Listeria and Salmonella).

In 2006, for example, nearly 200 people fell ill from eating spinach contaminated

with E.coli, killing three people. The spinach industry lost $74 million simply

because the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) couldn't determine which

bag of spinach contained the infection and could only advise Americans to avoid

eating any fresh spinach.

When the food source record is incomplete, once there is a pollution incident, it

may take days or even weeks for the enterprise to determine the source of infection,

so as to recall the corresponding products.
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Application of blockchain technology in

agricultural and sideline industries

Industry insiders believe that blockchain can just solve the pain point of food safety,

"from the perspective of consumers, through blockchain technology, we can meet

the right to know and choose the agricultural products we trust; from the

perspective of purchasers, if we are worried about the quality of agricultural

products purchased in bulk, we can choose the farmers we trust by analyzing the

planting process and big data."

Taking potato production as an example, the data of the whole potato production

process will be uploaded to the distributed ledger storage to form the content of

the ledger that can not be tampered and provided to consumers and purchasers for

reference.

For example, the purchase process of chemical fertilizer and pesticide should be

recorded to avoid the problem of excessive heavy metals and pesticide residues

from the root; the credit rating reference of growers and purchasers should be

established through big data analysis; the fair trade between growers and

purchasers should be guaranteed by using smart contracts. The sales process also

stores sorting and processing information in distributed ledgers to ensure

complete and transparent information to stakeholders.
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Then, in this process, the characteristics of blockchain are obvious. In the past, the

purchaser would send someone to offer a high price to potato growers before

purchasing. However, when farmers dig potatoes out of the field, they often can't

contact this person. At this time, the purchaser will send another person to use the

factors that potatoes are not easy to store on the ground to significantly reduce the

price of potatoes. After adopting blockchain technology, each transaction is open

to all, which can solve this problem.

With the change of market environment, the competition among enterprises has

gradually evolved into the competition among supply chains. Combining with the

blockchain technology to innovate the supply chain management, aiming to ensure

the safety of meat food, this paper studies and constructs a meat food supply chain

management information system based on the open-source blockchain technology,

which mainly realizes the functions of credible traceability of meat food,

anti-counterfeiting verification in the logistics process, etc.

People often talk about the "food supply chain". In fact, it is not a literal linear chain.

Today's food system, that is, the way to get food from farm to table, has evolved

into a complex network of multiple elements. There is no doubt that today's food

system provides consumers with a variety of convenient and economic food

sources. At the same time, it also brings many new challenges.
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At present, when the various components of the food system (such as farms,

processing plants, distributors, retailers, etc.) are tracing food, the data records of

many links are still in writing, and the traditional traceability system is the individual

behavior of a single company, which is not only the mobilization of its own

operation, but also the referee, with weak credibility. After the blockchain

technology is adopted, the distributed ledger will organize farmers, cooperatives,

dealers and consumers to record planting information together, and play the role

of information transparency by using the characteristics that cannot be tampered

with. Block chain technology is used to realize full distribution, so that consumers,

growers, purchasers, wholesalers, etc. can simultaneously keep accounts and

prevent tampering. The mechanism of mutual interest incompatibility can be used

to check and balance to ensure the authenticity of data and avoid the risk of

concerted action under interest convergence.

By using blockchain, food companies can more quickly trace back to the source of

food problems. This can not only help reduce consumer risk, provide security, but

also reduce financial losses through targeted recall. At the same time, food

companies can attach labels connected to the Internet of things to the goods, and

each batch of goods is assigned a unique identification number. Through these

identification codes, we can record the source of products, processing information,

storage temperature, shelf life and other information.
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On the enterprise side, at each stage of the supply chain, employees can simply

"register" products (write into blocks) with their identification codes. The

blockchain will track products safely across checkpoints, ensure fairness and

equality, and improve its financial efficiency and public opinion stability related to

the supply chain.

At present, the application of blockchain technology has extended to digital finance,

Internet of things, intelligent manufacturing, supply chain management, digital

asset trading and other fields, showing a broad application prospect.
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Overview of agricultural trade chain

The agricultural trade chain uses the characteristics of multi center credit, safety,

reliability, high efficiency and low cost of the blockchain to provide supply chain

traceability services for manufacturing enterprises / individuals, warehousing

enterprises, logistics enterprises, distributors at all levels, retailers, e-commerce and

consumers, and build a high-quality brand health chain: two-way product

traceability, auxiliary anti-counterfeiting, real-time collection and sharing of key

information in the supply chain, and improve Improve the efficiency of circulation

and realize a win-win organic market operation system. Build an ecological chain of

integrity, quality, efficiency and wisdom, take blockchain technology as the bottom

layer, ensure the rights and interests of all parties, improve the value transmission,

reliability and timeliness of agricultural trade, use digital identity to identify goods,

integrate advanced Internet of things, supply chain, big data, artificial intelligence

and other technologies to create a new agricultural trade ecological service

platform (comprehensive data content, healthy channel system All, advanced and

complete equipment, high level of data analysis and strong timeliness of data).

At present, through the block chain technology, the agricultural trade chain further

strengthens the traceability, traceability and safety in food, so as to realize the

protection of the value of quality goods, as well as the protection of the circulation
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channels of products and the rights and interests of consumers. In particular, the

agricultural trade chain combines with the supply chain, its transparency can more

effectively guarantee the food safety of consumers, and provide solutions for the

standards and innovation required by the global agricultural trade safety

ecosystem.

Agricultural trade chain not only has the ability to output multilingual intelligent

contract, consensus algorithm, multiple privacy protection, cross chain operation

and other infrastructure, but also has the advantages of technical innovation in

improving transaction performance, data processing ability and enriching

development components. It can not only meet many business demands (identity,

data, privacy, authority, supervision, etc.) of the industry blockchain network, but

also support the public demand (decentralization, incentive mechanism, Internet of

things value transfer) of public blockchain network construction. In the field of

agricultural products trade, provide industrial blockchain operation products to

meet the demands of users in business scenarios. At the same time, the innovation

driven development strategic action plan led by big data intelligence will accelerate

the development of blockchain technology and industry innovation, provide strong

support for the high-quality development of agricultural economy, and build a

available and easy-to-use decentralized data storage platform. Using the contract

constraints between various storage nodes, we can store data and store value
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between storage providers and their customers. According to the requirements, the

storage provider guarantees to be able to store customer data within the specified

time and store them on the blockchain with smart contracts so that they can be

publicly reviewed.

Influence of agricultural trade chain on

Enterprises

The agricultural trade chain has been able to help more small and medium-sized

enterprises in the industrial chain to be discovered by the market and recognized

by the market for a long time, so as to avoid the profits from the sales being

snatched by the defective and fake products in the market. In addition, the value

transfer and regeneration of agricultural trade chain with credibility will also

become a reliable channel for relevant government departments to exercise

supervision power.

The agricultural trade chain also inherits, encapsulates and applies the interface of

the blockchain in combination with the characteristics of the supply chain, forming

a series of supply chain management cloud platforms with distinctive application

characteristics, so that each item's static (inherent characteristics) and dynamic

(circulation, credit) information can be used in manufacturing enterprises,
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warehousing enterprises, logistics enterprises, distributors at all levels, retailers,

electricity Reach sharing and consensus among businesses, consumers and

government regulators.

There are extremely complex processes in the field of food supply chain, because

there are many giant enterprises whose food safety problems have collapsed. The

field of food supply chain involves farmers, warehousing, transportation companies,

distributors and retail stores. In so many links, information recording may cover

from excel forms to e-mail to paper records, through the use of blocks Chain,

hanging on wire, food companies can more quickly trace back to the source of food

problems. This can not only help reduce consumer risk, provide security, but also

reduce financial losses through targeted recall.
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The influence of international trade in

agricultural trade chain

1. Relying on AAT's complete functions

We have established a reliable cooperation relationship with domestic and foreign

trade partners, which is based on the platform's credibility, specialization and brand

benefits to meet the diversified needs of customers, and help customers optimize

trade business processes, control operational risks, reduce comprehensive costs

and maximize trade value. Strive to create more and better value for customers.

2. Smooth and reliable public communication channels

Keep a smooth communication with the public sector, which can timely consult,

answer and solve the related problems in the process of trading business for

customers, and provide effective support and help.

3. Fast and safe technical support means

Based on AAT cloud platform, the enterprise has its own information management

system, automatic settlement center and efficient and safe technical service

support for customers.
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For enterprises, users and consumers, AAT cloud platform can effectively track the

trace of each product according to the uploaded data (crop details, contracts,

invoices, packing lists, bills of lading, certificate of origin, health certificate, filling

certificate, nutrition composition table, etc.) between merchants and merchants,

merchants and farmers according to the data analysis, so that the data can be

traced to ensure the safety of consumers To protect the legitimate rights and interests of

all parties.

Eco technical framework of

agricultural trade chain

AAT chain overview

The consensus mechanism of AAT chain system solves the problem of mutual trust

between nodes under the thought of decentralization, so that many nodes can

reach a relatively balanced state on the chain. AAT chain solves the problem of

transmission of trusted information and value transfer on untrusted channels.

Under the AAT super consensus mechanism, the operation between enterprises

follows a set of negotiation and determination process instead of relying on the

scheduling and coordination of core enterprises. Because the information is

transparent enough and trust each other enough, the operation efficiency is

improved while meeting the interests of alliance enterprises.
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At present, Aus agricultural trade chain can achieve high transaction throughput,

scalability and security. Through the block chain bottom homomorphic encryption

algorithm, it supports zero knowledge proof method to verify the validity of

encrypted data. Multi level authority control can control the privacy access of

encrypted data. Interested parties have the right to view data, and other

participants need to obtain authorization query.

AAT chain consensus mechanism, transmission protocol and privacy protection

mechanism of the Internet chain, realize the interconnection between independent

blockchains, and ensure the effectiveness of cross chain transactions and the

security of user privacy data. It can support cross chain operations between

blockchains with different structures; and the cross chain scenarios are more

abundant, which not only support cross chain transfers of various digital assets, but

also support cross chain operations between smart contracts and distributed

applications.

At the same time, in Aus agricultural trade chain, the creator can customize the

detail function of the sub chain and the specific information of the sub chain token

according to the application requirements. These customized information form the

data structure of the description sub chain, and publish the information of creating

the sub chain in the main chain by calling the smart contract in the main chain.
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Such publishing needs to deduct certain AAT (including creation fee and handling

fee) , which is recorded in the block of the current period by the accounting node At

this point, the information of the sub chain will be recorded in the main chain, and

then the sub chain will act as an independent block chain to record the transaction

records and relevant data corresponding to various business logic in the sub chain

(pictures, audio and video data will be stored in the virtual machine of IPFs) Since

AAT transactions are only recorded in the main chain, the operation of the main

chain is independent of the sub chain. The nodes running on the main chain only

need to save the data of the main chain, and only carry out consensus and

verification of AAT transaction block. AAT, a flexible sub chain creation mechanism,

determines that the sub chain is tailorable, and the state of the sub chain has no

impact on the completeness and security of the main chain function; in addition to

recording the description information of the sub chain, the relevant data of other

sub chains will not have an impact on the main chain.
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Functions of AAT chain

Provide convenient development environment and bottom interface support for

developers, operation and maintenance developer information and development

project progress management system, commodity unique identity information

management system, consumer information management system, enterprise

information management system, label management system, driven by big data,

fully understand consumption and market through mining a large number of

transaction data and users, so as to provide support for enterprises In the future,

AAT cloud service will be a necessary means to ensure the traceability, cost

management and mode replication of agricultural food safety in the overall

modern agricultural strategic planning. It is also an important sign that modern

agricultural trade is different from traditional agriculture.

A decentralized data cloud storage platform, which is different from the existing

storage solutions. Nodes in AAT (AAT super storage) network rent storage space

from each other rather than from the centralized storage space providers. The AAT

network itself stores only the contracts between the parties and defines the terms

between them. The basis for this is blockchain (functionally similar to bitcoin).

By forming a smart contract, storage providers (hosting hosts) agree to store

customer data, and regularly prove that they can continue to provide storage
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services until the expiration of the ecological smart contract anchoring time. Hosts

can be rewarded by submitting certificates, but losing certificates will be punished

accordingly. These proofs are open and auditable on the blockchain, and the

network automatically guarantees the consistency of storage contracts. This means

that customers don't need to verify the contract, they just need to upload the data,

and the rest is handed over to the network.

AAT data is stored across multiple hosts, especially erasure codes and

fragmentation technology can ensure high availability and no redundancy of data.

At present, the agricultural trade chain supports the implementation of a set of

modern agricultural operation technology and management system based on

spatial variation, positioning, timing and quantification, system diagnosis,

optimization of formula, technology assembly and scientific management,

mobilization of soil productivity, achieving the same or higher income with the least

or most economical investment, improvement of environment and efficient

utilization of all kinds of agricultural resources To achieve economic and

environmental benefits.

In addition, AAT chain has built a new agricultural trade ecosystem, combining with

the current leading global positioning system, information collection system,

remote sensing monitoring system, geographic information system, expert system,

intelligent agricultural machinery system, monitoring system, system integration,
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network management system and training system. Its core is to establish a perfect,

fair, just and transparent cloud ecosystem of data information storage, which can

be said to be a new system of comprehensive integration of the new generation of

information technology and agricultural production.

AAT chain application layer

AAT provides a general application protocol at the bottom layer in the early stage

to develop different landing projects and make the blockchain benefit the public as

soon as possible For most people's goal of using and developing blockchain, it is

not really to re create a set of blockchain, but to develop their own applications

based on the existing underlying or technical framework of blockchain. AAT is a

blockchain application that provides the next generation platform, allowing the

development and distribution of AAT based blockchain applications. AAT provides

an easy-to-use interface and access to a full-featured ecosystem. With AAT,

developers can build, publish, distribute and achieve their goals through

applications in a supply system that allows the use of custom blockchains, smart

contracts, cloud storage and computing nodes. AAT provides standardized

program modules and development templates for different business scenarios.
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AAT chain architecture advantages

It can coexist with the traditional central data system and can carry out secondary

business development without changing the existing centralized system, and can

realize the coexistence of new business and original business, seamless switching or

overall migration. In the actual scenario of the application landing of blockchain,

AAT chain provides a visualized smart contract generation template. AAT provides

an open smart contract template, an open industry contract template library, and

an operator oriented smart contract generator, which greatly reduces the threshold

and flexibility of smart contract formulation. In this way, more developers can join

the AAT ecosystem. AAT can be integrated with the mainstream technology

architecture, which can be compatible with the current mainstream technology

architecture, adapt to the original technology framework of various industries, and

save the cost of migration. The technical test results supporting AAT with a daily

processing capacity of over one million levels show that the daily event handling

capacity has reached over one million levels, which can meet the long-term

development of enterprise business. AAT chain is also continuing to carry out

technical transformation and upgrading, and will continue to improve its

processing capacity. Through node privatization deployment, the automation of

system operation and maintenance can realize node operation and maintenance

automation, second level start-up chain service, improve efficiency and save
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manpower. Perfect developers can call all kinds of functions and resources on the

chain according to AAT development kit interface API, and successfully develop

asset wallet, browser, as well as various traceability, anti-counterfeiting, supply

chain finance, big data marketing and other applications.

AAT chain developer

AAT chain developers are enterprises or individuals who have been engaged in the

traceability anti-counterfeiting business or are interested in expanding the

traceability anti-counterfeiting business and technology of blockchain in the past.

Through AAT chain, developers can easily implement the blockchain of traceability

anti-counterfeiting applications, use the latest technology to serve the brand

enterprises, and seize the opportunity of the market. Realize the digitalization and

traceability of the whole process of production, circulation and sales of the

products under the enterprise. The host of the enterprise joins the shared host

cloud, and the rich support force can earn token and reduce the network cost of the

enterprise. In the ecology of AAT, consumers (users) are an important part. The

purchasers of the products of the production enterprises can easily trace and check

the products of the enterprises, improve the brand reputation of the enterprises,

and obtain AAT through the service of the tracing anti-counterfeiting verification

platform and through the anti-counterfeiting verification and marketing

interaction.
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AAT cloud technology core

The core of AAT cloud storage system is to manage storage resources uniformly,

provide diversified data services for cloud platform. AAT cloud storage system

decouples applications from underlying storage and does not rely on the binding

of traditional devices and application vendors. In the process of data center

transformation in the future and cloud as a whole, realize the linkage of storage,

computing and network resources, and comply with the data value chain to service

transfer.

AAT cloud storage system is mainly composed of software defined storage system

based on distributed architecture and lightweight heterogeneous storage unified

management components.

Based on the distributed architecture, the software defined storage runs on the

standard server. Using the virtualization technology, the storage resources in the

cluster are virtualized into storage pools, and block devices, files and object storage

services are provided to the top. At the same time, software definition storage has

high performance, which can easily meet the requirements of various types of high

load management, including business critical applications and core business

systems; multi copy and strong consistency technology applications provide high
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availability; strong horizontal expansion ability provides great flexibility and

convenience for management and maintenance brought by business expansion.

The unified management component of lightweight heterogeneous storage

realizes the unified and automatic management of distributed storage and

centralized storage. The distributed software defined storage realizes the

monitoring and operation of the storage system by opening the control interface of

the storage system for the unified management component of storage. Through

the open interface, the heterogeneous storage unified management component

can realize the resource division and service arrangement of the distributed storage

system, and the centralized storage device division based on the virtual volume of

different QoS policies serves the cloud platform, realizing the linkage with the

computing and network.
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AAT distributed storage system

1. Software definition storage technology based on distributed architecture

provides a variety of storage services, including objects, blocks, and files, and has

the advantages of high reliability, simple management, and flexible scalability,

which can provide PB to EB level storage capacity.

2. The software defined storage technology based on the distributed architecture

virtualizes the hard disk of all servers into several resource pools, provides the

creation / deletion and snapshot functions of virtual volume, and provides the

storage service in the form of North virtual volume.

Software defined storage system is divided into hardware device layer, engine

driver layer, feature function layer, service interface layer and monitoring

management layer.

1. Hardware equipment layer

The software definition storage system based on the distributed architecture uses

the x86 server based on the standard, with different disk media, including the

traditional mechanical disk HDD, sata-aatd and pcie-aatd, to provide different

levels of IOPs and bandwidth and other service performance. At the same time, the
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wide application of 10GE network card also makes the system have a faster speed in

the transmission and reconstruction process.

2. Drive engine layer

The software defined storage system based on distributed architecture adopts

distributed algorithm (such as crush, DHT, etc.) to distribute data in all disks in the

cluster randomly, avoiding the generation of data storage hotspot. Data storage

provides high availability through multiple copies, each copy is distributed on

different servers, and can follow strong consistency according to business

requirements. The failure of a single hard disk or node does not affect the business

continuity. Once the failure occurs, the system will automatically rebuild.

3. Feature function layer

The software defined storage system based on distributed architecture can realize

thin configuration, that is to say, it supports to divide the size of storage volume in

advance, but when adding and distributing, it automatically grows according to the

scale of data writing, saving available storage space. At the volume level, real-time

QoS can be realized, and the restriction attributes attached to the volume can be

adjusted. At the same time, for the needs of business, the system also supports

online capacity expansion and reduction, so as to ensure that other volumes can
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get enough space. In addition, there are snapshot, disaster recovery, backup and

other functions.

4. Service interface layer

The distributed software defined storage system can provide diversified storage

services, support SCSI device output based on open Linux platform, support iSCSI

interface protocol, support FC interface protocol and FC based hardware.

5. Operation and maintenance management

The software definition storage system based on the distributed architecture can

complete the functions of automatic configuration, online upgrade, alarm,

monitoring and log by providing users with a visual interface. Including system log

and operation log. The system log records important system events, and the

operation log records the operator's behavior, which is convenient for

troubleshooting, auditing and tracking.
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AAT lightweight heterogeneous storage unified

management component

Lightweight heterogeneous storage unified management component is based on

the openstack cinder component, which realizes the unified management of

back-end storage resources to provide business driven and automated data

services. The lightweight heterogeneous storage unified management component

decouples the application from the underlying storage, unbinds the device

manufacturers, breaks the barriers between heterogeneous storage devices,

applies the storage functions, and supports file, block, object and other types of

storage resource allocation services.

In the cloud computing application scenario, from the perspective of tenants, the

storage of different architectures is encapsulated, and both the traditional

centralized storage and the distributed storage are managed and provided with

services.

Lightweight heterogeneous storage unified management component can gather

storage resources of the same capacity in each device for unified management. This

function is based on the cinder component of openstack, and obtains the basic

information of different storage devices, including disk type, space size, service

ability, etc. through the cinder driver for openstack provided by different storage
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manufacturers. After obtaining different storage device information, the storage

devices with similar performance and service are arranged and grouped for

subsequent use.

Lightweight heterogeneous storage unified management component can realize

the automation of business deployment and intelligent operation and maintenance

monitoring. Among them, business deployment automation refers to supporting

the operation and maintenance personnel to edit and save service templates in

order to simplify the process of creating and invoking storage. In the process of

applying for storage resources, you only need to input the storage capacity and the

number of volumes to complete the application of resources. The unified

management component will automatically call different modules to complete the

specific work according to the pre arranged template. At the same time, the

component also supports the intelligent operation and maintenance monitoring,

that is, for different storage pools and different virtual volumes, it can monitor the

performance and failure in real time, and monitor and manage the effectiveness,

space, data availability and other aspects of the storage volume; it supports the

console to alert the administrator when the software and hardware at all levels of

the storage system fail; it supports the volume level QoS arrangement, Ensure the

service quality between different tenants.

The lightweight heterogeneous storage unified management component is
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compatible with the virtualization platform or container cloud platform through the

rest interface in the north direction to realize the unified distribution of storage

resource services. Different components of opens stack, such as cinder, Nova, and

heterogeneous storage management components, complete volume division and

mounting, and realize the allocation of cloud disk or the creation of virtual machine

instances in cloud disk; the persist volume storage system in kubernets realizes the

state saving of application and service through the plug-ins provided by cinder.

network node

The network nodes supporting AAT public chain obtain service exchange or token

reward through sharing host cloud service; the server host resources or rented

virtual machine resources of each enterprise customer are shared to realize

distributed distribution; the relevant big data content of enterprise customer will be

distributed on thousands of shared hosts, and their own hosts will also be

responsible for the content of other enterprise customers Data content is

encrypted to ensure data security; if the host resources consumed by enterprise

customers' projects are less than the host resources provided by themselves, they
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can get token rewards. On the contrary, token rewards need to be consumed.

AAT cloud storage system application

scenario

data storage

The supply chain emphasizes more on the deep preservation and searchability of

data to ensure that the required records can be traced in the past layers of

transactions. Its core is to create a source for each commodity based on other

components. The unique data storage mode of AAT technology enables the raw

material information, component production information, each commodity

transportation information and each data of finished products involved in the

supply chain to be permanently stored on the chain in the form of blocks.

According to all kinds of information between enterprises recorded on the chain,

data traceability can be easily carried out, and problems such as fake and inferior

products can also be solved. Through this way of data storage, AAT framework

meets the needs of every participant in the supply chain: input and track the source

of raw materials; record the telemetry data of component production; track the

source of shipping goods.
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Data tamper proof

In the traditional supply chain, data is mostly recorded and stored in centralized

account books by core enterprises or participating enterprises. When the

information on the account book is not conducive to itself, there is a risk that the

account book information will be tampered with or deleted without permission.

The data on AAT chain can not be tampered and time stamped, which can ensure

that all data including finished product production, storage, transportation, sales

and subsequent matters are not tampered with. The data can not be tampered with,

which greatly reduces the information asymmetry, and reduces the cost of credit

investigation and communication between enterprises. This application helps

enterprises establish trust quickly, and differentiates the risk of core enterprises.

Blockchain technology ensures the lossless flow of data between the upstream and

downstream of the supply chain, and effectively avoids the distortion and

distortion of information.
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AAT cloud storage system and virtualization

platform

Opensaatk provides a standard API interface to manage the entire underlying

architecture resources. Cinder, the component that opensaatk provides block

device storage services, is essentially a resource management component. It

encapsulates different back-end storage devices and provides a unified API to the

outside. In essence, it is not a storage system, but a plug-in method, combining

different back-end storage drivers to provide storage services. The core is various

operations and management of volumes. It includes providing cloud disk for virtual

machine through virtual volume, or it can be used to store and start virtual machine

instance. In each life cycle of virtual machine, the following operations can be

realized:

1. When creating a virtual machine, you need to create and mount the volume;

2. When using the virtual machine, the volume needs to be expanded and backed

up;

3. When deleting the virtual machine, you need to separate and delete the volume.

With cinder components, users can easily and efficiently manage virtual machine

data. The following figure shows a schematic diagram of cinder components using

back-end storage. The communication between computing virtualization
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component Nova and storage management component cinder is via rabbitmq

message queue.

The specific call process is as follows:

The user sends the storage management request through the page or command

line, and sends it through the cinder API;

The cinder API adds this message to the cinder scheduler through rabbitmq

message queue and schedules it in turn;

The cinder scheduler communicates with cinder volume through rabbitmq

message queue to deliver volume management requests such as creation and

mount;

After cinder volume receives the storage resource request, it communicates with

the back-end AAT cloud storage system to operate and execute the request.

Since then, a storage resource management operation request of the user has been

completed.
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AAT cloud storage system and container cloud

platform

Container virtualization technology has become a widely recognized way of server

resource sharing. Container technology can provide great flexibility for system

administrators in the process of building container technology operating system

instances on demand. Container technology provides an isolated running space for

applications. Each container contains an exclusive and complete user environment

space, and changes in one container will not affect the running environment of

other containers.

AAT cloud storage system receives actual storage operation requests such as

creating, deleting, loading, unloading and migrating data volumes from the north

through the container engine volume plug-in or scheduling API, and transfers them

to the underlying data plane for implementation. Kubernetes, as a cluster

management tool, based on its plug-in design, stores stateful data in a persistent

volume (PV) based storage system.

Distributed hash table (DHT)

Distributed hash table (DHT) is widely used to coordinate and maintain metadata
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about peer-to-peer systems. For example, mainlinedht is a decentralized hash table

that can trace and find all peers.

KADEMLIA DHT

kademlia is a popular DHT offering:

1. Efficient query through a large number of networks: query the average contact o

(log2n) node (for example, a network with 20 hops of 100000 nodes)

Low coordination cost: optimize the number of control messages sent to other

nodes.

3. Resist all kinds of attacks and like long-lived nodes.

4. It is widely used in peer-to-peer applications, including Gnutella and BitTorrent,

forming a network of more than 20 million nodes.

CORAL DSHT

Although some peer-to-peer file systems store data blocks directly in DHT, this kind

of "data storage in unnecessary nodes will waste storage and bandwidth". Coral

dsht extends kademlia's three particularly important ways:

Kademlia stores values in key nodes whose IDS is "recent" (using XOR distance).
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This ignores the locality of application data, ignores "far" nodes that may already

have data, and forces the "nearest" section of AAT to super store it, whether they

need it or not. This wastes a lot of storage and bandwidth. In contrast, coral stores

the address, and the peer node of the address can provide the corresponding data

block.

Coral changed the DHT API from get_value (key) to get_any values (key) (sloppy in

dsht). This is still because coral users only need one (working) peer, not a complete

list. In return, coral can allocate only a subset to "nearest" nodes, avoiding hot spots

(overloading all nearest nodes when keys become popular).

In addition, coral organizes a separate dsht hierarchy called clusters based on

region and size. This makes the node first query the peers in its region, "find the

nearby data without querying the remote node" and greatly reduces the search

delay.

AAT protocol is divided into a group of sub protocols which are responsible for

different functions:

1. Identity - manage node identity generation and authentication.

2. Network - Manage Connections with other peers, using various underlying

network protocols.
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3. Routing - maintains information to locate specific peers and objects. Respond to

local and remote queries.

4. Switch - a new block switch protocol (bitswap) supporting effective block

allocation. Simulate the market and weaken data replication. Trade strategy can be

replaced.

5. Object - Merkle DAG with linked content addressing non changeable objects.

Used to represent any data structure, such as file hierarchy and communication

system.

6. File - git inspired versioning file system hierarchy.

7. Naming - self certified variable name system.

These subsystems are not independent; they are integrated and take advantage of

each other's attributes. However, it is useful to describe them separately, building

the protocol stack from the bottom up. Symbols: the following data structures and

functions are specified in the go language.

AAT node identity

The node is identified by nodeid, which is a static encryption problem using S /

kademlia, and the password hash of the public key created. Section AAT super

stores its public and private keys (encrypted with a password). Users are free to set
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up a "new" node identity each time they start, although this will lose the

accumulated network benefits. The excitation nodes remain unchanged.

Type multihash [] byte / / self describing cryptographic hash summary

type PublicKey []byte

Type privatekey [] byte / / self described private key

type Node struct {

NodeId NodeID

PubKey PublicKey

PriKey PrivateKey

}

AAT identity generation based on S / kademlia:

difficulty = <integer parameter>

N = Node{}

Do {

n.PubKey, n.PrivKey = PKI.genKeyPair()

n.NodeId = hash(n.PubKey)

p = count_preceding_zero_bits(hash(n.NodeId))

} while (p < difficulty)

On the first connection, the peer exchanges the public key and checks that hash

(other. Publickey) is equal to other.nodeid. If not, the connection is terminated.
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Notes on encryption functions:

AAT does not lock the system to a specific set of functional choices, but supports

self describing values. The hash summary value is stored in a multi hash format,

which includes the header of the specified hash function and the summary length

in bytes.

For example:

<function code><digest length><digest bytes>

This allows the system

(a) select the best functional use case (e.g., stronger security and faster

performance),

(b) evolve as function selection changes. Self describing values allow

compatibility with different parameter selections.

Network

AAT nodes communicate regularly with hundreds of other nodes in the network,

which may span the wide area network. AAT network stack function:

transport layer: AAT can use any transport protocol and is best suited for webrtc
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daaathannels (for browser connections) or UTP (ledbat).

reliability: if the underlying network does not provide reliability, AAT can use

UTP or SCTP to provide reliability.

Connectivity: AAT can also use ice NAT through wall drilling technology.

Integrity: hash checksums can be used to check the integrity of messages.

verifiability: HMAC can be used to check the authenticity of the message using

the sender's public key.

Peer node addressing considerations:

AAT can use any network; however, it does not undertake the acquisition of IP

and does not directly depend on the IP layer. This allows AAT to be used in overlay

networks.

AAT stores the address as a multi-layer address, which is composed of byte strings

for the use of the underlying network. Multi layer address provides a way to express

the address and its protocol, which can be encapsulated into a well parsed format.

For example:

# an SCTP/IPv4 connection

/ip4/10.20.30.40/sctp/1234/
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# an SCTP/IPv4 connection proxied over TCP/IPv4

/ip4/5.6.7.8/tcp/5678/ip4/1.2.3.4/sctp/1234/

AAT node

AAT nodes need a routing system that can be used to find:

(a) the network address of other partners,

(b) peer nodes dedicated to serving specific objects.

AAT uses dsht based on S / kademlia and coral, as detailed in Section 2.1. AAT is

similar to coral [5] and mainline [16] in terms of object size and usage patterns, so

AAT DHT distinguishes stored values based on their size. Small values (equal to or

less than 1KB) are stored directly on DHT. For larger values, DHT only stores the

value index, which is the nodeid of a peer node. The peer node can provide specific

services for this type of value.

The interface of dsht is as follows:

Efindpeer (node nodeid) / / gets the network address of a specific nodeid.

SetValue (key [] bytes, value [] bytes) / / stores a small metadata to DHT.

GetValue (key [] bytes) / / get metadata from DHT.

Providevalue (key multihash) / / declares that this node can provide a large amount

of data.

Findvaluepeers (key multihash, min int) / / gets the node serving the big data.
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Block switch bitswap protocol

Bitswap protocol in AAT is inspired by BitTorrent, which distributes data by

exchanging data blocks between peers. Like BT, each peer keeps uploading

downloaded data to other peers while downloading. Unlike BT protocol, bitswap is

not limited to data blocks in a torrent file. There is a permanent market in bitswap

protocol This market includes all the block data that each node wants to acquire.

Regardless of which blocks are part of a. Torrent file. These fast data may come

from completely unrelated files in the file system This market is made up of all

nodes.

While the concept of barter systems means that virtual currencies can be created,

this will require a global ledger to track the ownership and transfer of currencies.

This can be implemented as a bitswap strategy and will be discussed in future

papers.

In the basic case, bitswap nodes must provide direct values to each other in the

form of blocks. This works well only when the distribution of blocks across nodes is

complementary and each takes what it needs This is not usually the case, and in

some cases nodes must work for their own blocks When a node does not have

what its peer needs (or does not have at all), it will have a lower priority to find the
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block that the peer wants. This motivates the node to cache and propagate rare

clips, even if the node is not interested in them.

Bitswap credit

This protocol must have incentive mechanism to motivate nodes to seed the blocks

needed by other nodes, which are not needed by them Therefore, bitswap's nodes

are very active in sending blocks to the peer nodes, expecting to be paid. However,

leech attack must be prevented (empty load nodes never share blocks). A simple

credit like system solves these problems:

Peers track their balance (via byte authentication).

As the debt increases and the probability decreases, the peer probability sends the

block to the debtor.

Note that if the node decides not to send to the peer, the node then ignores the

peer's ignore &amp; cooldown timeout This prevents the sender from trying to

send multiple times (flood attack) (bitswap default is 10 seconds).
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Cloud service platform of

agricultural trade chain

AAT combines the application of Internet of things agriculture, agricultural product

traceability, rural finance and other six fields, and promotes the development of

agricultural industry trade.

Agricultural trade chain + Internet of things

At present, the main factors restricting the large-scale extension of Agricultural

Internet of things are high application cost and maintenance cost, and poor

performance. Moreover, the Internet of things is centralized management. With the

rapid increase of Internet of things equipment, the cost of infrastructure investment

and maintenance of data center is difficult to estimate.

The combination of Internet of things and AAT will enable these devices to achieve

self-management and maintenance, which will save the high maintenance cost

centered on cloud control, reduce the later maintenance cost of Internet devices,

and help to improve the intelligent and large-scale level of Agricultural Internet of

things.
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It realizes the traceability of all links of agricultural products from production to

entering the wholesale, retail market or production and processing enterprises, and

truly guarantees the whole process traceability supervision of agricultural product

safety from the source, solves the problems of identifying products and tracking

products in the process of enterprise product production, inventory and quality

tracking, and standardizes the data standardization process.

1. Keep abreast of agricultural field data

Collect agricultural environment data at any time, such as meteorological data: air

temperature, air humidity, light duration, light intensity, rainfall, wind speed, wind

direction, carbon dioxide concentration, etc.; soil data: soil temperature, soil

moisture content, soil tension, soil pH value, soil EC value, etc.; and transmit these

data to AAT cloud center, so that managers can understand agricultural reality at

any time Field data, so as to better carry out production operations.

2. Video image real-time monitoring

With the development and mature application of video monitoring technology, in

order to have a better and more intuitive view of the crop growth in the park, AAT's
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overall solution will naturally also enable video image real-time monitoring and

other functions, such as through 360 ° video monitoring equipment and

high-definition camera for real-time monitoring of agricultural production site and

remote viewing of crop growth.

3. Intelligent automatic alarm

Monitoring and early warning is also one of the four functions of the overall

solution of the Agricultural Internet of things. Setting the early warning system

according to the environmental conditions required for crop planting can ensure

that the system will alarm the abnormal situation in the greenhouse, send the alarm

information, etc., so as to remind the administrator to intervene the planting risk in

time, or the system will automatically control and deal with the abnormal situation.

4. Remote automatic control

Remote automatic control is one of the most important functions of AAT overall

solution. Through this function, greenhouse can achieve the environment suitable

for crop growth through intelligent control, so as to promote the growth of

vegetables and guarantee the quality of agricultural products.
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The agricultural trade chain is the most advanced technology applied in the current

agriculture. It can ensure the correct planning before production to improve the

efficiency of resource utilization, the fine management during production to

improve the efficiency of production, the efficient circulation after production, the

realization of safety traceability and other aspects, so as to promote the high yield,

high quality, high efficiency, ecology and safety of agriculture.

AAT cloud platform collects and analyzes environmental data, and automatically /

manually / regularly controls the equipment system. It is convenient for users to

query data and provide intuitive and accurate data analysis table by using mobile

phones or computers. It can carry out remote monitoring and control without

leaving home, with a wider range of monitoring, lower implementation cost and

higher automation, so as to achieve rationalization and science The management of

planting and cultivation should be more efficient, economical and precise.
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Agricultural trade chain + big data

1. Scientific breeding

Through the analysis of sensor data, the species of animals and plants suitable for

breeding can be determined. Through the meteorological environment sensor, the

environmental data of animals and plants growth (gas composition, air

temperature and humidity, soil temperature and humidity, light, wind, etc.) can be

collected in real time. At the same time, the manager can also distribute tasks and

supervise the work efficiency of the staff in the platform, so as to know the

production situation anytime and anywhere.

2. Precise control

The system can customize and establish standardized production management

process according to agricultural production demand. Once the process is started,

the platform will automatically create, assign and track tasks. Through the

deployment of various sensors, the system can quickly adjust and control the air

temperature and humidity, soil temperature and humidity, fertilization, gas

composition, light intensity, etc. according to the requirements of animal and plant

growth.
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3. Improve efficiency

With the help of mobile platform, it can monitor and display the climate change,

soil condition, crop growth, water and fertilizer use, equipment operation, etc. of

the agricultural production site at any time. At the same time, it can remotely and

automatically control the irrigation, heating and other facilities and equipment on

the production site, reduce the input of artificial cost, and adopt the system

automation, intelligence and remote control, which is more accurate than the

manual cultivation management mode More efficient. The alarm monitoring

system combines the animal and plant management knowledge, crop database,

disaster indicators and other modules to automatically alarm and remind the

abnormal situation. The producers can take preventive and control measures in

time to reduce the production risk, make constant and remote monitoring and

diagnosis of the growth of animals and plants, and provide intelligent and

automatic management decisions.

It is difficult for traditional agriculture to record all the monitoring data in the

planting process completely, while AAT + big data agriculture can keep all the

monitoring data through various monitoring sensors and network systems, so as to

facilitate the traceability of agricultural products and realize the green and

pollution-free agricultural production.
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Agricultural trade chain + quality and safety traceability

In the process of agricultural industrialization, there is a long distance between the

production place and the consumption place. Consumers have no way to

understand the information of pesticides, fertilizers used by producers and

additives used in the process of transportation and processing. Consumers' trust in

production is reduced.

AAT's agricultural product traceability system based on blockchain technology,

once all data is recorded in the blockchain account book, it can't be changed.

Relying on the advanced technology of asymmetric encryption and mathematical

algorithm, human factors are fundamentally eliminated, making information more

transparent.

Agricultural trade chain + rural finance

Farmers' loans are generally difficult, mainly due to the lack of effective collateral, in

the final analysis, the lack of credit mortgage mechanism. The open and

tamperable attributes of blockchain technology make it possible for decentralized

trust mechanism. When the new type of agricultural business entities apply for

loans, they need to provide corresponding credit information, which depends on

the corresponding information data recorded by banks, insurance or credit
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agencies. But there are some problems such as incomplete information, inaccurate

data and high cost. AAT is used to automatically record massive information by

program algorithm and store it on every computer in the blockchain network, with

transparent information, high tampering difficulty and low cost. Therefore, when

applying for a loan, it is no longer dependent on banks, credit companies and other

intermediaries to provide credit certificates, and the loan institutions can simply

obtain the corresponding information and data of the blockchain.

Agricultural trade chain + agricultural insurance

After the combination of AAT and agricultural insurance, agricultural insurance will

have a lot of room for improvement in the protection of agricultural intellectual

property rights and the transaction of agricultural property rights, and will greatly

simplify the process of agricultural insurance. In addition, because smart contract is

an important concept of blockchain, applying the concept of smart contract to the

field of agricultural insurance will make the payment of agricultural insurance more

intelligent. In the past, if there was a large agricultural natural disaster, the

corresponding claim period would be longer. After the smart contract is used in the

blockchain, once the agricultural disaster is detected, the compensation process

will be started automatically, so the compensation efficiency is higher.
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Agricultural trade chain + supply

chain

AAT makes use of blockchain technology, which has the characteristics of

distributed fault tolerance, non tampering and privacy protection. In view of the

problems existing in the current supply chain in the management process, such as

data opacity, difficulty in building trust, and difficulty in tracing the source, etc., AAT

introduces the blockchain with the characteristics of decentralization, openness,

autonomy, data tamperability, transparency, etc. into the supply chain, which can be

effective Solve these problems. AAT applies blockchain technology, Internet of

things technology and RFID technology to supply chain management, forms a

blockchain supply chain architecture including intelligent terminal layer, blockchain

layer and application layer, and realizes effective management of production,

logistics and sales between enterprises.

Therefore, AAT takes the collaborative optimization of supply chain information as

the fundamental starting point, and tries to establish a decentralized, intelligent

and transparent information collaborative system, optimize the traditional supply

chain information collaborative process, and improve the information collaborative

efficiency of supply chain through the use of blockchain, a new information

management technology. In view of the lack of traditional supply chain information
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collaboration, this paper proposes a solution to build a supply chain information

collaboration system based on blockchain, optimizes it by using blockchain, and

optimizes its process by using the technical characteristics of blockchain

decentralization, smart contract, P2P, etc., which verifies the applicability and

effectiveness of blockchain in optimizing the supply chain information

collaboration process and realizing the supply chain information collaboration

benefits Progressiveness.

For example, due to the existence of information barriers, the cold chain logistics

supply chain still suffers from three major problems. The concept of supply chain

collaborative management should start with the management of alliance

enterprises, strengthen the consistency of consensus, value and mode, and improve

the dependence and loyalty of enterprises on the supply chain; AAT, in terms of

information technology, uses its decentralized, distributed data, traceability and

non tampering features to ensure the openness, transparency and authenticity of

data.
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AAT access to the supply chain, establish a supply chain information platform with

blockchain technology as the core, which can effectively connect the supply chain

alliance, financial institutions and government supervision departments, and

promote the integration of business flow, logistics, capital flow and information

flow in the supply chain, so as to build a supply chain ecosystem of mutual trust

and win-win results. A consensus mechanism of Random Dynamic Equity

certification (dpos) is proposed for supply chain alliance, Taking agricultural

product supply chain as the application scenario, this paper analyzes the

applicability and superiority of blockchain technology in supply chain information

system, and provides a new idea for the application of blockchain technology in

supply chain and other fields.
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Based on the blockchain technology, AAT has realized the decentralized traceable

supply chain transaction system, and designed the following mechanisms to solve

the above problems in three aspects of supply chain transaction: fake identification,

guarantee transaction and key backup:

Transaction data in supply chain transactions are easy to be tampered with. AAT

designs a commodity chain transaction structure based on the blockchain to store

commodity transaction data, and performs fake identification by tracing the

transaction data of commodity manufacturers and owners. At the same time, it

improves the query efficiency of fake identification.

It is difficult to guarantee the security of the guaranteed funds for the secured

transactions centered on the third-party transaction platform. AAT has designed a

decentralized guarantee mechanism, which uses smart contracts to write

transaction arbitration and settlement rules into the blockchain, so as to realize the

tamperability of the capital transfer process and guarantee the capital security.

There is still the possibility of losing the key seed used to recover the private key in

the key wallet. AAT designs a cross backup model to select the backup location of

the key seed.
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The supply chain optimizes the project supply chain information platform with AAT

technology, integrates with project management function information integration

and project information collection system, and constructs AAT intelligent

warehouse management information system based on blockchain technology.

AAT supply chain platform

AAT tracing platform uses the characteristics of multi-center credit, safety, reliability,

high efficiency and low cost of blockchain to provide supply chain tracing services

for manufacturing enterprises / creators, warehousing enterprises, logistics

enterprises, distributors at all levels, retailers, e-commerce and consumers, and

build a high-quality brand ecological chain: two-way product traceability, auxiliary

anti-counterfeiting, real-time collection and sharing of key information in supply

chain To improve the circulation efficiency and realize a win-win organic market

operation system.
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The executive system design has a high stability, a professional design team, a

variety of case accumulation, to ensure efficient and fully matched design of the

executive system and operation specifications on the production site, with high

stability.

Rigorous software control system, comprehensive analysis of possible problems,

has been fully considered in the early stage of design, all fault-tolerant schemes

have been reserved to ensure the accuracy of data association; professional

supporting team, using internationally renowned scanning and coding equipment,

participate in the whole process of equipment debugging and installation,

equipment operation detection, regular maintenance of equipment, to ensure the

accuracy and stability of data association.

AAT hopes to build a traceability cloud platform based on the blockchain

technology and the unique and tamperable distributed ledger recording

characteristics of the blockchain, and solve the information traceability,

anti-counterfeiting verification and mobile marketing problems of enterprises in

the process of commodity production, circulation, distribution and terminal

consumption through the sub chain of the landing project and the corresponding

DAPP application, so as to provide rapid and efficient cloud development for

technology developers Service collection, for brand enterprises and consumers to

solve the "trustworthy" problem. Aatchain, a brand-new blockchain ecosystem, will
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be built as an optional Internet value transmission protocol in the future world, and

will push forward the practicability and ease of use of the whole blockchain

industry.

As the most promising blockchain ecosystem, aatchain will continue to form a

blockchain economy, improve industry efficiency and promote the efficient and

coordinated development of society through the construction of basic platforms,

the design and development of hardware and software products, and the

development and iteration of various product development and commercial

landing projects.

Source tracking

In the supply chain management based on AAT, because the product information

can be accessed through embedded sensors and RFID tags, it is very easy to record

and save the source tracking. The history of a product from its origin to the present

can be traced back through blockchain. In addition, this precise source tracking can

be used to detect fraud in any part of the supply chain.
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cost reduction

With the help of AAT, real-time tracking of products in the supply chain reduces the

total cost of mobile projects in the supply chain. When the application of

blockchain to accelerate the management process in the supply chain, the extra

cost in the system will be automatically reduced, while still ensuring the security of

transactions. Eliminating middlemen in the supply chain not only saves the risk of

fraud and product duplication, but also saves money. Payments can be processed

by customers and suppliers in the supply chain using cryptocurrencies, rather than

relying on EDI. In addition, accurate record keeping will improve efficiency and

reduce the risk of product loss.

Building trust

It is necessary to have the trust of many participants in the complex supply chain.

For example, when a manufacturer shares his products with suppliers, he should be

able to rely on them to comply with factory safety standards. In addition, trust plays

a crucial role in regulatory compliance, such as custom performers. The

immutability of blockchain in supply chain is designed to prevent tampering and

build trust.
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So far, AAT has introduced its potential for positive change in many industries and

enterprises, including the supply chain industry. In fact, AAT supply chain

management is one of the most obvious and useful applications of blockchain

technology.

Through the smart contract on AAT, AAT can also innovate traditional shopping

methods. Consumers can buy goods by signing a smart contract with the

manufacturer. The contract stipulates that when the price of goods at a certain

point in the future is lower than the price agreed in the contract, consumers can

buy a certain amount of goods at the agreed price. Because smart contracts have

legal effect and can be executed automatically, manufacturers can forecast revenue

according to the agreed quantity and price in the signed smart contracts, and

consumers can also benefit from them.

By sharing the information in the manufacturing process of products, we can get a

more comprehensive understanding of the manufacturing process of products, so

as to gain the trust of consumers. This not only enhances the market share for

manufacturers, provides opportunities to expand the market, but also enables

them to dig deeper into the needs of consumers, so as to promote the common

development of the entire industrial system.
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Storage management system of agricultural trade

chain

1. The system interfaces with the existing ERP through the interface database,

bringing the business execution process into the management scope.

2. Cooperate with automatic identification equipment to complete raw material

weighing and marking, warehousing, ex warehouse and in warehouse

management.

3. Using two-dimensional code technology, complete the data collection of

processing procedures in the production process of products, and improve the

quality traceability management of products.

4. Location management. It is required that farm products of different varieties and

batches should not be mixed, and the same kind of products should be placed

nearby, and the shelf should be automatically positioned according to the

outbound frequency.

4. Control and record the operation process, give an early warning for out of

specification operation, make statistics and Analysis on the operation of warehouse

personnel, and publish in real time.
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Intelligent agricultural management platform of

agricultural trade chain

AAT cloud management system function

1. Supplier evaluation and Application

According to the enterprise supplier selection rules, select the suppliers that meet

the relevant standards, and create a new supplier for warehousing. Enter the basic

information, relevant qualification, financial information, product information, etc.
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2. Supplier information management

Details of supplier selection, entry, product catalog, inquiry, price comparison,

cooperation implementation, rating feedback, elimination and exit, supplier

collection and payment, and contract record. The supplier resources are

continuously optimized and layered through evaluation, classification and other

management functions.

3. Detailed product and price base

"Maintain and record product type, specification, number, cost and other

information at any time. Each product can track the number of past purchases,

quotations, purchase prices, and associated orders and contracts. You can

customize query criteria to find related product information.

4.Reasonable and compliant purchase demand application

For enterprises strongly associated with business and purchase, the system

supports the automatic generation of purchase requirements from business

contracts so that each purchase can be relied on; meanwhile, the purchase budget

can be associated with the project budget and control system to effectively control

the purchase cost; the corresponding approval process can be set for each

purchase.
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5. Real time supplier collection and payment status view

From a single supplier or project, you can view the real-time payment status, make

real-time statistics on the progress status of each link in the purchase process, feed

back the execution status documents of each purchase order in real time, and

automatically collect the purchase cost and invoiced quantity.

6. Purchase contract ranking

Suppliers, product items, contract amounts and other dimensions are used to rank

purchases, provide data support for enterprise purchase and supplier management,

and support user-defined data reports.

Generally speaking, AAT management system is used by enterprises in order to

manage suppliers' information better, reduce human cost and optimize the whole

process, and improve the profits of enterprises.
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Advantages of AAT intelligent warehouse

management information system

1. Effectively improve storage utilization efficiency

The development of AAT intelligent warehouse management information system

aims at the standardized storage of agricultural products: making better and

efficient use of the warehouse, reducing the loss of agricultural products in the

warehouse circulation, reasonably controlling the inventory, and realizing the time

sequence control of warehouse out and warehouse in; the remote control end of

AAT intelligent warehouse management information system can monitor and

adjust the temperature and humidity of the warehouse, and count the circulation of

different types of agricultural products Situation and analysis of its circulation cycle,

prediction of the supply capacity of existing inventory, timely early warning to make

a decision on ordering; through the prompt of the operation screen, guide the

handling personnel to choose a reasonable path and appropriate bin.

2. Optimize warehouse location and cargo area

AAT intelligent warehouse management information system optimizes the layout

of storage location and cargo area, and selects a reasonable path to realize the time

separation and space separation of agricultural products warehouse. AAT
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intelligent warehouse management information system intelligent control of

temperature and humidity. Reasonable configuration of temperature and humidity

sensors in different cargo areas, real-time monitoring of temperature and humidity

information in the cargo area, feedback to the system, with the help of information

stored in the system database, automatic and intelligent adjustment of

temperature and humidity in the cargo area.

3. AAT intelligent warehouse management information system upgrading research

and development

The modular decomposition of the system, the design of the module logic and the

realization of the module function, the integration of the modules, debugging and

improving the system. It can realize the intelligent management of such links as the

warehouse in and warehouse out operation of agricultural products, the automatic

control of temperature and humidity in the inventory area, the forecast of future

demand for agricultural products, the critical inventory early warning, the real-time

update of inventory information and the record of cold storage operation log.

AAT intelligent warehouse management information system is based on efficient

blockchain information technology, which can monitor and adjust the temperature

and humidity of the warehouse, control and manage the inventory, provide stable

and high-performance information data, and provide a reliable basis for users.
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The value of storage management system in

agricultural trade chain

1.The whole life cycle inventory tracing is realized from the raw and auxiliary

materials link to the production link through a single barcode monitoring;

2.Make effective use of resources, enrich the categories of agricultural products,

and better meet the needs of customers;

3.Reduce the inventory level of raw and auxiliary materials and effectively control

the inventory cost;

4.Realize the analysis of raw and auxiliary material consumption cost and actual

finished product output based on product season and product batch;

4. Effectively reduce the pressure of warehouse management, reduce the cost of

management, labor, time, etc.
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The introduction of AAT warehouse management system has comprehensively

improved the customer's warehouse management level and brought good

experience.
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AAT DAPP

AAT will introduce the technology of encrypted digital assets into AAT ecology, so

that global users can continuously share token circulation and value-added

through AAT DAPP's financial model, and create an economic model of win-win

between businesses and consumers.

Using the blockchain customization technology, AAT DAPP can easily build a variety

of AATC Based Intelligent Asset module applications, including financial

management, shopping mall, or public welfare and other derivative scene asset

circulation.

Based on the blockchain technology, the AAT DAPP application scope is expanded,

while the AATC property right is still clear and decentralized. Because of the limited

number of passes, AATC is more scarce.
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AAT DAPP advantages

AAT DAPP combines the storage, receiving, trading, payment, social networking,

financial management, public welfare and shopping mall of ourearthcoin and

various mainstream currencies, and brings infinite vitality to AAT's ecological

construction with diversified product strategies.

1. Effectively keep your digital currency.

2. Easy to use, easy to operate, high transaction efficiency and strong security

3. AAT DAPP improves the stickiness and activity of AAT's ecological users.

4. AAT DAPP is based on the use of blockchain technology to create a decentralized

wallet, while relying on the AAT consensus system, using incentive mechanism,

actively sharing and disseminating, to build a new financial ecological environment.

Powerful application services and efficient blockchain technology are perfectly

combined with the Internet financial system to provide users with more efficient

and valuable intelligent services and realize the blockchain transformation of

business services.
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Application of DAPP

It mainly uses block chain and distributed ledger technology, AAT consensus

system and AAT consensus contract to promote ecological construction through

matrix fission. It includes diversified strategies such as transaction, payment, social

networking, financial management, public welfare, shopping mall, etc., bringing

infinite vitality.

Driving the economic vitality of the whole ecology and the economic application

value of general certification;

Deepen the high integration of blockchain technology and Internet finance;

AAT DAPP will complete the capital flow of various consumption in a more efficient,

flexible and convenient way;

Activate the commercial sector and accelerate the circulation of various economic

elements in AAT ecological network.

AAT DAPP is the basic bearing tool of AAT ecological digital assets, with the

functions of transaction, payment, multi scenario application, etc., to create the

most powerful application landing scenario.
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Token allocation proportion

In order to meet the needs of good ecological operation and commercial

application, AAT is issued as the token of Aus agricultural trade chain, with a total

amount of 10 billion, which will never be issued again. AAT plays an indispensable

role in AAT ecology, and it is the carrier of value transmission. It flows among

platforms, developers, enterprises, service institutions and consumers, making the

whole ecology healthier and more dynamic.

Technology team: 2 billion, 20%, reward for start-up technology development team.

Lock positions, starting one month after AAT's online trading, will be released in 40

months according to 0.5% per month.

The market circulation is 3 billion, 30%, which is distributed and circulated to

investors in all countries recognized by the global law of AAT ecology.

As the reserve fund of the foundation, the foundation will be used to explore more

high-quality innovative products under AAT ecology, and use blockchain

technology to undertake more social responsibilities and promote the

development of public welfare crowdfunding projects. (lock up, the use of this part

of funds needs to be decided by the foundation and publicized in advance).

Upgrade R &amp; D: 2 billion, 20%, for subsequent technology R &amp; D,

supporting software development and product hardware development and

upgrading in AAT ecology(lock out,no more than 5% per an num).
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ADC Foundation

In order to promote the development and construction of AAT, the transparent

governance mechanism, the smooth progress and development of AAT chain, and

the safe and harmonious development of the open-source ecological society, the

foundation, through the blockchain data structure, realizes the process blockchain

of commodity raw material collection, production, warehousing, outbound,

distribution logistics, door store, stock taking, sales, user purchase, user evaluation,

after-sales service, etc To realize the win-win interests of users, stores, partners,

third parties, governments and other interested parties, ensure the effectiveness,

sustainability and safety of project management, promote the development and

promotion of traceability anti-counterfeiting blockchain technology, combine

traceability anti-counterfeiting blockchain technology with more scenarios, and

adopt a series of measures such as general point reward, marketing incentive,

e-commerce, sensor reward, etc To realize the functions of AAT, such as generation,

gift and transaction, and to establish an ecosystem of traceability and

anti-counterfeiting blockchain.
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Core team

Michaela Dietzen; Senior Software Engineer

Dr. Princeton, a senior software engineer of apple, has been engaged in software

development for more than ten years. At present, he has participated in wallet

development of many international trading platforms, and has in-depth research in

algorithmic trading, blockchain, trading engine, mining pool and app.

Nirav Tolia; Senior Software Engineer

Former technical consultant of SpaceX, Ph.D., Washington University, St. Louis, now

senior engineer of Google, proficient in C-X, Objective-C and Java programming

technology, with more than ten years of experience in game creation and

development.
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Stacy Brown-Philpott; chief operating officer

One of the former directors of Morgan Stanley's investment management

department, a Ph.D. in economics from Yale University, has senior financial

expertise to help the company's long-term and stable development. He has

participated in providing overseas listing services for Ping An insurance, China

Unicom, Sinopec and China Telecom.

Rick Osterloh; CEO

With a bachelor's degree in economics from the University of Chicago, USA, he

worked for Goldman Sachs Group, mainly in charge of enterprise asset

management and information consulting, providing a wide range of investment

consulting and financial planning services for enterprises, financial institutions,

governments and individuals.
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David SacksChris Urmson; Senior Engineer

Harvard computer engineering professional doctor, with many years of software

development experience, once worked as an engineer in the technical department

of LinkedIn company, now IBM technical consultant, participated in Berkeley DB,

mysql, Java dB, NetBeans and other software system development. At the same

time, it has some research on distributed computing and distributed storage.
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Investment institution
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Project mileage

March 2017: the founding team launched AAT

May 2017: white paper 1.0 release

July 2017: demonstration of AAT blockchain attribute closed loop

July 2017: registered with ADC Fund Foundation

November 2017: technology framework development

February 2018: officially launch the continuous development of public chain

bottom layer

June 2018: Technology Application landing

September 2018: continue to develop new applications of AAT ecological attributes

October 2018: formal development of ecological DAPP

March 2019: DAPP internal test

April 2019: DAPP bug repair, improvement and optimization

November 2019: online exchange

November 2019: DAPP starts marketing

May 2020: it is planned to accumulate more than 100 million people in the world to

participate in AAT ecological construction

August 2020: main network internal test

September 2020: public test of main network

January 2021: Launch AAT super node campaign

Future time after 2021: continuous construction of AAT ecology
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